
AVAILABLE DENSITY: 
40D & 50D as sheets and rolls. 

RESYLON MEMORY FOAM 
SHEETS
Memory foams are Visco elastic in nature, 
luxury product which regains to its original 
shape. Mainly used in  mattress industry 
which contours to body shape giving 
additional support.

Applications: shoes and mattress industry.

AVAILABLE DENSITY:
23D, 32D, 40D & 50D

RESYLON CUSHIONS
Resylon provides wide range of cushion foams. 
These foam cushion are soft PU foam, highly 
responsive which has quicker return action. 

Available in all sizes as per customization.
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AVAILABLE DENSITY:
16D, 18D & 20D

RESYLON 
PEELED FOAMS
These foams are mainly used for quilting 
purposes.
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Coir-on Foam Products



Resylon offers a wide variety of sleeping innovation 

products like Polyurethane Foam Articles, Foam 

Sheets, cushions, rebonded foam, peeling foam and 

other foam accessories. Coir -on brand has devoted 

more than 35 years in developing innovative sleeping 

systems, we completely understand that every 

individual’s level of comfort is personalized. To 

substantiate our understanding, we have developed 

a new high-tech infrastructure under brand name 

Resylon to suit the comfort needs of every individual 

through Foam products. 

Through meticulous sleep research, innovative 

designs, and cutting-edge technologies, our foam 

products are scientifically developed to aid better 

sleep and create the apt comfort factor.  

Over the past decades, Resylon has worked hard to 

successfully provide our customers with high-quality 

products and services. We also offer our customers 

professional knowledge and expertise to face the 

challenges in our Industry.

Our business goals for customers are High Quality, 

Efficiency, and Services.

HIGH QUALITY: 
After the manufacturing process, our foam 

products are rigorously tested for pressure, 

elasticity & resilience to assure that they meet the 

highest global quality standards. We have devoted 

ourselves to make sure our products are top-notch, 

so we can build a good business reputation in 

industry. 

EFFICIENCY:
With good working teams, and mature operations, 

we can satisfy our customers with high efficiency. 

SERVICES:
Our professional service is highly regarded by our 

clients. Our loyal clients can get satisfactory 

solutions on our Foam Machineries, Foaming 

techniques, and raw materials.

Resylon, is the flagship brand of coir-on foam products is now 
offering world class foam from production lines of hennecke 
high-quality slabstock foams.

RESYLON RESILICA
SUPER FOAM 
These foams are purest, highest grade 
polyurethane material which contributes 
elasticity and durability. Their cell structure 
are extremely elastic and enables optimal 
pressure distribution across the surface.

Applications: Mattress toppers, pillows and 
other bedding components, shoe industry. 

AVAILABLE DENSITY: 
23D, 32D & 50D

RESYLON FR FOAM
FIRE RETARDANT
Our foams have technologies to resist fire, 
widely used for industrial purposes. 
These are mainly used for heat insulators, 
freezers and cold storage.

GRADE: BASIC

AVAILABLE DENSITY: 
23D, 28D, 32D & 40D

RESYLON ECO
These are budget foams used for general 
purpose like packaging, quilting, mattress 
applications and shoulder pad.

RESYLON PRIME 
Resylon prime foam are mid variant foam, 
economical widely used for furniture 
cushions, mattress and lamination purposes.

Applications: Textile lamination, mattress 
application.

GRADE: MEDIUM

AVAILABLE DENSITY: 
18D, 23D, 28D, 32D, 40D & 50D

RESYLON DELIGHT
As the name says these foams are used for 
delightful usage and premium grade, very 
soft ranging from 23 to 32d. Special foam 
enhancers are used to bring in soft feel.

Applications- Premium mattress, pillows, 
quilting and other furniture applications.

GRADE: HIGH

AVAILABLE DENSITY: 
23D, 28D, 32D, 40D & 50D

RESYLON BONDED FOAMS
This is combination of various density foams 
which has high tensile strength. It is made 
up of special adhesives make it durable and 
excellent resilience.

Applications like carpet underlay, 
vibration sound dampening, sports mat, 
cushioning and packaging.

AVAILABLE DENSITY: 70D, 90D & 120D


